Electric vehicles are mostly used in the niche market. Compared to the common consumers, commercial uses are more suitable as target markets for electric vehicles at the initial rollout stage. The main obstacles for promoting electric vehicles are higher production cost (of which battery accounts for a major part) and paucity for public charging stations. It is relatively easy to make a breakthrough in commercial markets than in common consumer market, as far as the operational characteristics for commercial vehicles are concerned. At the present moment, testing operations for all kinds of electric commercial vehicle (BEV) throughout the world remain experimental, small-scaled, in a limited area, or still undergoing evaluation.
Introduction
The main obstacles for promoting electric vehicles are higher production cost (of which battery accounts for a major part), and paucity for public charging stations. As far as the operational characteristics for commercial vehicles are concerned, commercial markets, more than consumer markets, have more potential for electric vehicles to make a breakthrough, and may become important markets raising EV productions at the initial stage as a result. Short-distance use, routine routes, collective parking, and high visibility characterize these fleets.
According to Ministry of Transportation and
Communications, the market for commercial vehicle in Taiwan 1 1 According to the classification of MOTC, commercial vehicles in Taiwan comprise light trucks, trucks, taxis, rental cars, buses, among which trucks and light trucks are mainly for logistics.
is estimated around 280,000, and logistic trucks (including light trucks and trucks) accounts for 34%, and taxis 31%. The commercial vehicle hereafter is defined in a broad sense as any four-wheel vehicle for commercial use, and especially logistic trucks, which account for the highest amount in the commercial fleet market, are the main subject of study for this paper.
And the commercial vehicle in discussion is electric driven and requires external electric supply for charging, mainly BEV. Fuel-cell EV is excluded in this study.
Present Situation of Logistic
Fleet Operation
Definitions
According and buses, as listed in Table 2 .
In Taiwan, the highway freight transport industry, Operational structure of different commercial fleet industries is shown below in Table 3 : issues and business models in respond to each key point, as showed in Table 4 . Table 5 .
Heavy loading

≦3.5 ton light (freight) trucks
Daily service mileage/km 50 100
＞150
Medium loading 宅配業者 vehicle model 3.5 to 6.9 ton medium (freight) trucks
≧6.9 ton heavy (freight) trucks
Light loading ‧Current BEV development may not satisfy the market demand ‧It is suggested to evaluate and introduce current energy conserving technologies
•Current BEV development may satisfy the market demand taking between each member should also be taken into consideration so as to effectively reduce risk and obstacles for introducing electrified vehicles.
Four conditional models
By Thus, government subsidy is a key influence in financial analysis. The limit of government subsidy is capped 49%; that is, the government reimburses •whether the government reimburse 49% of vehicle purchasing cost
•combined vehicle and battery •separate vehicle and battery self-owned battery •separate vehicle and battery rented battery •rented whole vehicle Table 5 shows how the four business models work and related suggestions. It may make the power company to emerge in the market, operate, and find out the best price to prompt the formation of the business model. As far as the withdraw mechanism of the fleet and the risk taken by the vehicle dealer are concerned, a small number of electrified vehicles are introduced at the current stage, while establishing reasonable payment mechanism for large-scale introduction in the long run. 
Conclusion
There are many kinds of commercial fleets in Taiwan 
